Maternity Belly Band for Pregnancy, Belly Support Belt, That Provides
Hip, Pelvic, Lumbar and Lower Back Pain Relief, Maternity Belt Set
Inlcudes Pant Extender & Bra Extender Review-2021

ERGONOMIC SUPPORT: Helps reduce the risk of stretch marks by providing gentle support to the
uterus,supporting weak abdominal muscles during pregnancy and even post-pregnancy, reduces
the likelihood of uterine prolapse, ideal for both prenatal and postpartum pregnancy bellies.
EASE PREGNANCY PAINS: Reduces pain and supports the abdomen as it grows in the abdomen,
especially for mothers with twins. Abdominal adhesives reduce bladder pressure, improve blood
circulation, and promote good posture. This is your baby's prenatal cradle. You can also use it after
pregnancy.
SOFT & BREATHABLE DESIGN: Our maternity belt is made from soft and breathable fabrics. The
maternal abdomen is made of polyamide and elastane. The lightweight mesh design provides
excellent breathability and comfort for a comfortable fit. The support belt for pregnant women (up to
54 inches) stretches to the required size and can be adjusted during pregnancy and postpartum.
STAY ACTIVE WHILE PREGNANT: Designed to be worn daily during your day to day activities.
You do not have to limit your abilities while wearing this pregnancy brace. A happy and healthy
mommy = A healthy baby!
PERFECT GIFT FOR NEW MOMS: As the mom's belly and chest circumstance is getting bigger,
the kit also comes the pant extender and bra extnder to bring them great pregnancy process. Get a
pregnancy surprise gift for new moms, they will love it! Let new moms feel loved. We are here and
provide the excellent service for you. Any issues please contact us. We will provide full refund if
you're not satisfied without asking.THANKS TO: skin-friendly & cruelty-free material made of
polyamide and elastane without chemical smell, suitable for any sensitive skin.STAY IN PLACE:
because you can control the tightness according to your body shape and belly size, so pregnancy
belt will mesh together tightly your belly and waist, never creeps up.FEELING LOVED: our belly
band supports your abdomen just like you lift it up with your hands while sitting and walking, your
fetus feel your care and love like as in a cradle.KEEP POSITIVE EMOTION: because our belt can
hold your pregnant belly up, snap out of your pelvic pain from carrying a baby, make you stay active
and happy, feel more confident after having a babyDURABLE & ADJUSTABLE: because of sturdy
and strong velcro and high elastic fabric provide support for your growing belly so that it can work
last till the end of pregnancyONE SIZE FITS MOST: Our pregnancy support belt stretches to fit your
natural curves and is easily adjustable throughout your pregnancy.
Ultra Soft & Breathable
Stay Active While Pregnant
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